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Lecture on spiritualism,
secularism and culture

D

r Abid Hussain, former ambassador to the USA,
will deliver the lecture on ‘Spiritualism, Secularism and the Composite Culture of India with reference to Urdu’ at Salar Jung Museum, Nayapul, at
6.30pm on February 29th. The Department of Urdu,
University of Hyderabad, and the National Council
for promotion of Urdu, New Delhi, is organising it
as the Quli Qutub Shah Extension Lecture. For details, contact Md Baig Ehsas: 9849256723

‘N-energy viable option’

“N

uclear energy is a form of clean energy
and a viable option to meet the ever-increasing demands of electricity in India,” said Dr
C Ganguly, former chairman and chief executive,
Nuclear Fuel Complex. He was delivering a lecture
on ‘Clean Energy Options and Nuclear Safety’ at
University of Hyderabad on the occasion of National Science Day.
“Demand for electricity and energy is increasing. Nuclear energy will fulfill this need without
compromising on environmental safety,” he said.
He further added that protecting environment was
the need of the time and use of nuclear power
would help to minimise carbon dioxide emission.
According to him, wind, solar, water and nuclear
were major energy sources. “India is the first
country in Asia to set up nuclear power stations.
Nuclear energy lasts longer compared to electricity produced by gas or coal. Solar energy is costlier,” he said.
Students from nearby schools visited the science exhibition and science laboratories at UoH.
It helped students to understand the courses and
facilities available at the UoH. They also got a
brief idea about the latest advancements in the
field of science.

Azaan group of schools

A

zaan group of schools celebrated their Annual
Day function with grandeur at Ravindra
Bharathi on Tuesday. The students participated in
the cultural activities. The students represented Islamic culture. Arabic cultural songs were the special attraction of the Annual Day celebrations.

Spreading the need
for physical fitness
SHIVA KRISHNA GUNDRA

T

he Greater Hyderabad
Adventure Club is contributing significantly
to the fitness regimen of
many people through its diverse activities. It is a premier
club in the twin cities that
caters to outdoor adventure
activities like trekking, hiking,
camping, outdoor bird watching and adventure sports like
bouldering, rock climbing,
rappelling, paragliding and
white water rafting.
As a part of its programme
to spread awareness about
physical fitness and to encourage group outings among
masses, the GHAC on Sunday conducted a triathlon
competition at Neni Hightech
Club on the Medchal Highway. As many as 85 enthusiasts participating in various
events.
The GHAC conducted the Participants at a swimming event of the triathlon
triathlon at three levels. Mini
triathlon, medium triathlon
and max triathlon.
While the mini triathlon
comprised10 km cycling, 2
km running and 200 mtrs
swimming; medium triathlon
comprised 20 km cycling, 3
km running and 500 m swimming and max triathlon comprised 50 km cycling, 5 km
running and 1 km swimming.
Winners of the triathlon
The main attraction of the

Fiery protests
on the streets
The ‘bandh’ on Tuesday
impacted life in the
twin cities, with
protests giving a
different colour to
otherwise busy centres.
With most
autorickshaws too off
the road, transport was
affected to a large
extent. Many of the
protesters had entire
roads to themselves in
several parts of the city.
Pictures show (left,
above) the deserted
General Post Office at
Secunderabad, (Left,
below) BSNL office,
(right, above) Osmania
University students
protesting on the
campus (right, below)
workers belonging to
Bharatiya Mazdoor
Sangh burning an effigy
at RTC crossroads

A Kalamkari art work (file)

Kalahasti Kalamkari
exhibition in city

T

event was in mini triathlon
which witnessed 10 kids out
of 25 contestants. The
medium triathlon saw two
kids out of 25 participants.
The max triathlon had eight
participants.
Laxman
Reddy,the oldest participant
aged 65, caught many eyes,
while Dhvani Morparia, a
fourth standard student of
Gitanjali Devashala, was the
youngest participant.

he Malkha Marketing
Trust is hosting an exhibition of Kalahasti
hand-painted
Kalamkari
works at their store in Humayunnagar during March 13.
In Kalahasti, Kalamkari,
the hand-painted narrative,
dates back to several centuries
and it involves both art and
techniques.
Kalahasti Kalamkari involves a complex 23-stage
process, including the treatment of cloth with myrobalan
[harda, terminalia chebula] &
milk, preparation of dyes,
drawing, painting, dyeing and
several washings in running
water at different stages.
Mostly vegetable colours are
used, though in recent times
indigo has been replaced by
chemical blue.
Kalahasti Kalamkari began
perhaps as early as in the 1st

century CE as backdrops and
canopies for deities in local
temples. They were used
mainly for depicting stories
from the Ramayana and the
Mahabharata as well as local
legends. Of later, other stories
have begun to be depicted,
such as those from the Panchatantra as well as non-traditional stories.
Post-Independence, when
social reformer Kamala Devi
Chattopadhyay visited Kalahasti she found just two artists
practicing Kalamkari. She
persuaded one of them to
teach the art to others through
a government- supported programme. At present about 30
artists are practicing Kalahasti
Kalamkari, including the
grandson of the original artist.
The present exhibition features mostly the works of Ramachandraiah, one of the
senior artists.

Muezzin of Banjara
Hills mosque assaulted
T

he Muezzin of Masjide-Mustafa, which is located on Banjara hills
Road No: 12 was assaulted on
Tuesday by a few anti-social elements. Land sharks, tried to
grab a small part of land,
which is on the premises of the
mosque, when the muezzin intervened in the matter. He was
manhandled by the offenders.
When local people came to
know about this incident, they
went to the Wakf board office
and and demanded action
against the culprits. They said
that land sharks were already
grabbed so many lands in the
city, and now they were not
leaving sacred place like
mosques also. They recalled
that recently a 400 year old
non functional mosque in Balapur was demolished by the
land grabbers. There was no
guarantee that such incident
would not happen in future.

Public protesting at Wakf Board

They accuse Wakf board of
not taking proper action
against the wrong doers. If the
lethargic attitude of the board
continues then there will be
more land grabbing incidents
of Wakf land and Mosque

lands also”, they said. Wakf
board chairman, Ghulam
Afzal Biyabani spoke to the
people and assured them that
action would be taken against
the offenders as soon
as possible.

Sketches to strokes
VARSHA TORGALKAR

F

Art work of Beauty series on a display at the gallery

ine sketches of figures, landscape in a riot of
colours and Gandhiji in a myriad hues are
the key features of the ongoing painting exhibition at the Inspire Art Gallery.
Four artists from Hyderabad have come together
to display their works. The exhibition is open for
viewers till 5th March.
Konduru Nageswar Rao, using faint shades, has
sketched paintings in a series titled ‘God and
Women’. Sketches of Lord Ganesha in different
moods and Lord Krishna in various hues look prettier in faint shades of yellow and blue. The artist
has caught women involved in different activities
like going to market, in conversation and so on.
His works have minute details like designs on the
saree of a lady to the jewellery worn by her.
Landscapes by Narendranath Palala, an artist,
define seasons. His portrait of fall, in a combination
of red, orange, green and brown colours, is awesome. The beauty of reflection of reddish shades of
foliage in a water body and grey shaded stones
along a river is skillfully transferred on a canvas.
The series has a number of landscape pictures
that focus on a particular season. His Sankranti picture has used yellowish and brownish shades and
it looks as if it is the picturisation of post-harvest
season with no greenery and only yellowish dry
farms.
The city of Benaras, in different time and in different angles, is on display. T Nageswara Rao, the
artist, has produced the holy city with its temples
and a river through deft use of fine black sketchings. He has used colours to convey the time frame.
Benaras, in grey colours, clearly shows twilight,
while the use of red and orange has made the early
morning beautiful. Sketches of temples, ghat, river
and the common picture of hawkers selling flowers,
coconut create the story of the holy city on canvas.
Beauty, a series of paintings of a woman, by Rajeshwar Nyalapalli has enhanced the concept of
beauty. Using feminine colours like red, blue and
pink, the artist has created hair, face and so on of a
woman. Delicate and beautiful designs are complementary to the face of a woman. The series has 56 paintings of the same face.

Beauty series (above left), Gandhi (above right), Mother and child (below left), Artist Rajeswar Nyalapalli
showcasing his art work. Photos: Abbas

